**CYBERSECURITY**

**Sodinokibi Hackers Switch Payment Mechanism to Monero**

The hackers behind the Sodinokibi/REvil ransomware have reportedly switched their demands for payment from Bitcoin or Ethereum to Monero cryptocurrency to try to prevent law enforcement from tracking payments. [Read more](#)

---

**NEW + NOW**

**Interpol Issues Alert on Increased Risk of Ransomware Attacks Against COVID-19 Medical Organizations**

Interpol has issued an alert to global law enforcement agencies about the increased risk of ransomware attacks on hospitals, health care providers and other organizations on the front line of response to the COVID-19 pandemic. [Read more](#)

---

**PRIVACY TIP #235**

**Economic Stimulus Check Scams**

In the past week, the United States government started issuing Economic Impact Payments (EIP). If a taxpayer who is qualified to receive the check has set up a direct deposit with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), that taxpayer’s EIP check will be (or already has been) directly deposited by the IRS into that taxpayer’s bank account. This is where the scammers come in. [Read more](#)
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